DOGS/PETS WELCOME AT CORRIMAL BEACH TOURIST PARK
Acceptance is subject to conditional pre-approval and at Park Manager’s final
discretion.
To ensure the comfort and safety of all guests at Wollongong City Tourist Parks, we have developed guidelines
and rules for caravan and camping site guests travelling with a dog/pet. The full terms and conditions are
outlined on the reverse side of this Dog/Pet Owner Agreement. It is a balanced approach and generally meets
both the dog-owning and non-dog-owning community’s needs. It requires that dog/pet owners are
responsible, both legally and socially, for their dog/pet whilst within our Park.
Corrimal Beach Tourist Park has allocated a limited number of caravan and camping sites for guests and their
dog/pet during the off season ONLY (as defined by the Fees and Charges Schedule). However, while at the
Park, the dog/pet must be on-leash at all times, the leash must not be more than 2 metres in length, the
dog/pet must only occupy the allocated site and must not be left unattended. It is important to note that
dogs/pets are not permitted in cabins or in ensuite caravan and camping sites, unless they are a certified
assistance/service dog.
Furthermore, Wollongong City Council has adopted a three tier Dogs on Beaches and Parks access policy, and
published a brochure that provides a guide to access provisions along our coast to the dog-owning community.
For a copy of the brochure please see:
http://www.wollongong.nsw.gov.au/services/household/pets/Pages/DogsonBeaches.aspx or request a copy
from reception. The green areas are off-leash, the orange areas are time share access areas and the red areas
are dog prohibited areas.
Perfect for the needs of dogs and dog owners, Corrimal Beach Tourist Park is located in close proximity to the
East Corrimal Beach green off leash areas, (from Murray Road north to Bellambi Beach boat ramp and rock
pool)
Corrimal Beach Tourist Park is also in close proximity to the orange time sharing area at Corrimal Beach. The
orange area allows dogs on beaches on-leash only and only within certain times (i.e. in summer before 9.00
am and after 6pm and in winter before 9.00 am and after 4.00 pm).
To book your stay with your dog/pet, please contact Corrimal Beach Tourist Park directly on 02 4285 5688..
Pre-approval by the Park is required, so bookings of this nature made online are not acceptable. Acceptance of
a booking is at the discretion of the Park Supervisor, and the Park Supervisor reserves the right to withdraw
approval when a booking is considered not to be in the best interests of the Park and other park patrons.

To complete your booking, the attached Dog/Pet Owner Agreement must be read, understood and signed by
guest travelling with dog/pet. Guests must forward the signed Agreement to the Park prior to arrival, and will
be asked to acknowledge the Agreement on arrival to the Park. Entry to the Park is conditional upon
acceptance and adherence to the terms and conditions of the Dog/Pet Owner Agreement.

DOG/PET OWNER AGREEMENT
Thank you for choosing to stay at Corrimal Beach Tourist Park. This agreement is made between the Park owner, Wollongong
City Council of 41 Burelli Street Wollongong, and the dog/pet owner stated below.
1. Council welcomes dogs and pets at Corrimal Beach
Tourist Park, that meet the following criteria:
a) Dog/pet access to Corrimal Beach Tourist Park
applies during the Off Season, as defined by the
Fees and Charges Schedule and during periods of
low occupancy.
b) Dog/pet owners agree that restricted and dangerous
breeds of dogs/pets will not be accepted.
c) Dog/pet owners must not allow a dog/pet suffering
from a contagious disease, skin irritation or parasitic
infection to enter the Park.
d) Dog/pet owners must contact the Park directly prior
to booking and/or arrival, to request pre-approval
from the Park Manager for a dog/pet to enter the
Park and for a booking of this nature to be accepted.
e) Entry to the Park is conditional upon acceptance and
adherence to the terms and conditions of the
Dog/Pet Owner Agreement. Therefore, the Dog/Pet
Owner Agreement must be read, understood and
signed by dog/pet owner when completing booking
or at arrival.
f) A maximum of one dog/pet per person to a
maximum of two dogs/pets per site, is allowed.
g) Designated areas within Corrimal Beach Tourist Park
have been allocated as dog friendly sites. These sites
will be the only sites used for such purposes. Pets
other than dogs, that meet the above criteria, may
be accommodated on any tourist or holiday van site.
h) A dog is not permitted in cabins, ensuite caravan
and camping sites or in holiday van sites, unless they
are a certified assistance animal under the
Companion Animals Act 1998. Park Managers may
request reasonable proof that the animal is an
assistance animal as defined under the Act.

2. Whilst at the Tourist Park the dog/pet owner must
ensure:
a) The dog/pet is supervised at all times and is not
left unattended within the Park, including the
caravan and camping site allocated to the
dog/pet owner for their stay. If travelling alone,
the dog/pet may be left unattended for short
periods of time to allow the owner to attend the
amenities. During this time the pet/dog must be
restrained inside the caravan or tent.
b) Any dog must be on-leash at all times within the
Park, and the leash must not be more than two
(2) metres in length.
c) The dog/pet must only occupy the allocated site.
d) The dog/pet must not enter common areas of
the Tourist Park such as: the playground, the
camp kitchen, amenities blocks, laundry facility,
or reception area.
e) Except when entering or exiting the Park via the
designated pedestrian gate, the dog/pet must
not be walked around the Park.
f) The dog/pet must not be washed or cleaned
anywhere within the Park. Likewise, any dog/pet
related accessories, such as blankets etc. must
not be washed or cleaned within the Park.
g) Dog/pet owners are completely responsible for
the collection and disposal of their dog/pet’s
waste. Dog/pet owners must carry a bag suitable
for dog/pet’s faeces, and must remove and place
dog/pet faeces in the bag, which is then sealed
and disposed of in the designated rubbish bins.
h) Dog/pet owners must be able to control their
dog/pet by voice command or other means.
i) Dog/pet owners are personally liable for any and
all injuries or damage to person or property, or
losses in relation to any actions by or as a result
of their dog/pet.
j) Dog/pet owners agree that the Park Manager
reserves the right to evict any guests with a
dog/pet that is considered to be noisy, disruptive,
aggressive, or the subject of complaints from
other guests.
k) Dog/pet owners agree that they will be charged
for costs associated with cleaning and/or repair
of property, following any act or omission by
dog/pet and/or their owner.

I have read, understood and agree to accept and adhere to the terms and conditions of this agreement. Moreover, I agree
to indemnify Wollongong City Council, its employees and affiliates, from liability for any and all injury or damage to person
or property, or financial loss suffered as a result of any act or omission by dog/pet and/or me as owner.
Dog/pet’s name: _______________________________

Dog Registration No/Council: ________________________

Dog/pet’s breed: _______________________________

Approximate Dog/pet’s weight: ____________________kg

Has the dog/pet had all required injections any medications? Yes / No
Owner’s name: ________________________________

Owner’s signature: ________________________________

Date signed: __________________________________

Site Number: ____________________________________

